CVSSC Outdoor Soccer
Sport Specific Guidelines
*Updated as of June 24, 2020

This document highlights the upcoming sport specific adjustments and
rule changes to CVSSC Outdoor Soccer leagues during the current
Transition Measures phase (May 19 to September) on the Sport
Activity Chart provided by viaSport BC. These may be adjusted during
the season to align with feedback from players and direction from
local, provincial and federal health authorities. The broader Return to
Play Guidelines for all CVSSC summer sports can be accessed here:
https://bit.ly/3drs9dc. All players are expected to abide by both sets of
guidelines and help us work together towards a safe and successful
season of sports.
1. Sport-Specific Sanitization:





Sanitizing Station: The CVSSC coordinators will bring either
spray sanitizer and paper towel, or sanitizing wipes to the field
for communal use on equipment before, during and after games.
Warm-up and Game Balls: Each ball must be sanitized (either
with soap and water, sanitizing spray or a sanitizing wipe such
as a Lysol wipe) before use in a warm-up or as the game ball.
Players may provide their own sanitization, or use the sanitizing
station provided by the CVSSC. Game Balls should be sanitized
again at halftime.
Field Cones and Flags: The CVSSC coordinators will sanitize the
cones and flags between each week’s games.

2. Soccer Roster Size Cap and Eligibility:


Team rosters will be capped at 12 players at the field to stay
within the maximum gathering size of 50 per field.




If a team has more than 12 players at the field, they must
immediately send away enough players to get down to the max
of 12 per team.
Only individuals who have signed the updated waiver and read
the guidelines of play will be allowed to participate.

3. Soccer Rule Adjustments:
 Standings and Playoffs: Standings will not be kept during the
summer season and there will be no playoffs. The focus of this
season will be to put the motivation on playing for the right
reasons in this new normal and avoiding unnecessary contact.
 Jockeying the Ball Carrier: The focus will be on jockeying the ball
carrier from proper social distance and avoiding body contact.
 Half-time: Are mandatory as an opportunity for players to
sanitize their hands, the game ball, and to hydrate.
 Throw-Ins: Will be replaced by kick-ins.
 Headers: Players are not allowed to head the ball. It is a dead
ball if it is headed.
 Corner Kicks: To be replaced by possession of the ball from the
middle at half to reduce any clustering near the goal.
 Goalie Gloves: Are highly recommended for all teams. Goalies
should ensure their hands/gloves are sanitized before assuming
goalkeeping duties and sanitize again immediately afterwards.
 TBD: We have received suggestions on: creating a goalie crease
that only the goalie can enter; instituting additional breaks in
play for sanitizing and hydration; and allowing corner kicks, but
limiting them to short kicks or limiting how many players can be
within a specific distance of the goal for each team. We invite
feedback and these rules will evolve with that feedback.
4. viaSport’s Sport Activity Chart:
Based on the Sport Activity Chart in viaSport’s Return to Sport
Guidelines for BC (attached below), we are in the Transition Measures
phase until September. We believe that our outdoor summer leagues
fit well into this phase via the following measures:
(1) Restrictions in Place – Adding rules that maintain social
distancing; keeping travel local within the Comox Valley; and limiting
50 people per field through roster and spectator restrictions.
(2) Enhanced Protocols – Having at least three levels of symptom
screening in place (self screen, captain screen and community screen);

applying various protocols on player hygiene (see Return to Play
landing page), plus any sport-specific protocols for hygiene.
(3) Facility – Playing outdoors only, where it is safest. We will only
consider indoor facilities when they reopen and restrictions
progressively loosen in the next phase.
(4) Participants – Spectators have always been, and will continue to
be, extremely limited, but will now be discouraged; and there are the
above noted additional roster restrictions applied to ensure staying
within the 50-max per field group gathering restrictions.
(5) Non-contact and Contact Activities – Not applicable. CVSSC
leagues do not hold practices.
(6) Competition – We will only play in-club and will be using
modified games and scrimmages with adjustments that promote social
distancing.

As noted in the viaSport Return to Sport FAQ, “There may be
occasional instances where participants come closer than 2m but these
occurrences should be brief (ie. – one individual runs past another)
and during the current phase of the province’s Restart Plan should be
avoided wherever possible.” We believe our evolving sport-specific
adjustments will be able to monitor these situations and help address
and avoid them throughout the season.

